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AAPG/SEPM Hedberg Research Conference: Changes in Latitudes, Changes in Attitudes 

• Better understanding of depositional systems and analogs leads to 
better inputs for geological models and more accurate assessment of 
risk for plays and prospects in hydrocarbon exploration 

• These models are typically derived from temperate and 
tropical systems  

─ Can they be reliably used for sedimentary systems at all 
latitudes? 

• Why might systems at different latitudes vary? 

– Process controls vary 
 Seasonality, Temperature, Precipitation, Wind/Circulation, 

Storms, Tidal energy, Coriolis Forces, Biologic Productivity, 

Ice Formation,  

– Known parameters & processes – but at different latitudes 
 Some processes are amplified or diminished 

 Some exist only during one thermal state  

 Icehouse vs. greenhouse 

 Ice becomes a major force 
Coriolis Force = 2mΩVsine(Φ) 

m =  mass of object 
Ω  =  rotation 
V  =  velocity 
Φ =  latitude 
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• And… what about sequence stratigraphy? 
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Sequence Stratigraphy 

• A powerful tool for analyzing and interpreting the sedimentary record  

• Outcrop, subsurface, flume and modern analog studies have elucidated how 
significant surfaces form, and how  genetically related strata group between 
these surfaces  

• Predicting the nature of strata likely to be encountered beyond the extent of 
available data is a key component of sequence stratigraphy, especially in 
frontier exploration  

• But - studies from which sequence stratigraphy developed are overwhelmingly 
based on low to mid-latitude depositional settings and their characteristics, 
introducing both a bias and limitation to the methodology for higher latitude 
applications 

Objectives 
• Discuss sequence stratigraphic forcing factors 

• Illustrate & discuss responses and changes 

• Consider implications 
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Sequence Stratigraphy:  Underlying Processes 

• The primary processes in the development  of sequence stratigraphic units are 
tectonics, climate and eustasy 

• Independently/together these forcing mechanisms affect base level, accommodation and 
sediment supply  
– Tectonics influences base level on a local or global scale 

Also result in climate changes (local or global) 

Together tectonics + climate cause adjustments in accommodation & sediment supply 

– Continental ice sheet buildup results primarily from changes in climate 

Forces eustatic fluctuations (glacio-eustasy) via changes in ice vs water volume 

Eustasy is a derivative control 

Ice sheet build up dramatically affects timing/amount/caliber of sediment supply and isostasy 

 Tectonics Climate 

Eustasy 

Sequence Development 
Mid-Low Latitude 

High Latitude 

Isostasy 
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Caveats 

• Discussion focuses on “conventional” or “Exxonian” sequence stratigraphy - only for clastic systems  

• Icehouse & Arctic-centric 
– Continental ice sheets required 

 Landfast and sea ice introduce their own complications, but those are non-isostatic 

– Arctic is a restricted basin 
– There are actually various types of glaciated margins, which will show additional variations, e.g., 

 Antarctica 
 East Coast North America during last glacial maximum (LGM) 

 

• Depositional units (and isostatic responses) differ with ice sheet proximity –glacial hydro-isostasy 
– Under ice sheet 
– Immediately in front of ice (includes being overrun by ice) 
– “near field” 
– “far field”  - distal to an ice sheet ~ lower latitudes 

~Vail et al, 1976;  
Posamentier and Vail, 
1986, etc., etc. 
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Type-1 Exxonian Sequence 

“Eustasy” 

Systems Tracts 

Lowstand Wedge 

Highstand 

Lowstand Fan 
F R 

Transgressive 
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Late Quaternary Glacial Eustasy 

after Imbrie and Imbrie, 1984 
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Idealized Quaternary Glacio-eustatic Cycle 

(Suter, 2003, 2006) 
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Highstand Systems Tract 

• Low Latitudes — Shoreline systems first aggrade, then prograde across the shelf  
–With a significant eustatic fall, fluvial systems extend and/or incise across the exposed 

shelf and may create a series of prograding delta lobes ending with a shelf margin delta.  
–In deepwater settings, the early HST may be reflected in a condensed section, upon which 

mass transport complexes and fan units progressively build 

•High Latitudes — Shoreline systems begin prograding; continental ice sheets form  
‒Ice sheets grow; fluvial drainage areas and sediment supply diminish 

‒Ice overburden isostatically lowers land surfaces, resulting in flooding of some areas and 
uplift (forebulge) in others  

‒The delivery basin will increasingly be covered in sea ice. As the sea ice becomes land fast 
& the fluvial systems freeze, sediment delivery to the deepwater is blocked  

‒ Sediment delivery to the deep basin is progressively reduced and a condensed section 
begins to form 
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Sequence Boundary Formation 

• Low Latitudes — The initial sequence stratigraphic models explicitly stated the maximum 
extent of the sequence boundary is reached at the end of the HST, matching the most rapid 
rates of eustatic fall  
–This surface extends from the fluvial system, across the shelf and upper slope to its correlative 

conformity in the deep basin.  
–Although it is now understood that the development of the SB is strongly time transgressive, a single 

surface marking the transition between the HST and LST is still used in developing a basin’s sequence 
stratigraphic framework 

• High Latitudes — over most of the shelf and deepwater areas, the period of sequence 
boundary formation in these systems may manifest as a condensed section  

‒ Sub-ice erosion, variable deposition 

‒ “Grounding line” of ice on shelf determines effective base level for  any deposition 

‒ Valley incision notably diminished 
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Lowstand Systems Tract 

• Low Latitudes — valleys ~incise, deltas prograde to shelf margin, sediment supply to 
deep water creates robust submarine channels and fans  
– The most basinward evolution of the submarine system is likely at this time  
– Headward erosion may directly connect slope canyons with fluvial channels and/or shelf  
   margin deltas, creating direct conduits to the basin floor 
– Typically contains most deepwater reservoirs 

• High Latitudes — minimal amounts of sediment are delivered to deep water* 

‒Sea ice caps water column, enhancing stratification and condensed section development  

‒May not have an elevated TOC as upwelling and sea surface production are also impacted 
by sea ice 

‒Regional seal may develop 
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Transgressive Systems Tract 

• Low Latitudes — shelf and submarine systems progressively disconnect as the fluvial-deltaic 
system backsteps from the shelf edge  
–Flooding/abandonment surfaces progressively extend further landward  
–Transgressive erosion (“ravinement”) of the pre-existing shoreline and deltaic systems 
–Deepwater channel systems become less active, connections to fluvial/shallow marine diminish  
–Condensed sections form during non-deposition, while deposition of fine-grained sediments and 

organic materials can accumulate source, seal, and unconventional reservoir facies 

• High Latitudes — ice sheets melt and retreat  

‒ Meltwater generates enormous outwash systems, transports large volumes of sediment and water 
from underneath the melting ice sheets  

‒ Tunnel valleys, jokulhaups, major meltwater channels & valleys may form 

‒ As the ice sheets recede, isostatic rebound causes fluvial incision, increasing sediment supply  

‒ Deltaic progradation , greatest sand supply to deepwater – likely best time for reservoir formation 
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Proglacial River:  Iceland 

(Image ~1975, courtesy of Dag Nummedal) 
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Beaufort Sea “Incised” Valleys 

5 10 2015

AGE (ka BP)
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 Beaufort Sea incised shelf valleys were initially inferred to be due to 
falling sea level, requiring “special” sea level curve (Hill et al. 1985). 
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More recent evidence indicates meltwater outburst 
floods from glacial Lake Agassiz caused the incision 
(Murton et al 2010). 



Alberta Quaternary “Bedrock” Topography 

ArcGIS map by Daniel Kittridge; Data from ERCB and AGS 
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Meltwater Incision in McMurray Tidal-Fluvial Strata 
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Late TST & Maximum Flooding Surface 

• Low Latitudes — At the most landward position of the shoreline the maximum  
                                  flooding  surface forms  

–This surface, and the underlying TST is the most likely to contain seal, HC source and SR-
reservoir facies* 

• High Latitudes — As the ice sheets retreat, fluvial drainage areas increase; as the sea ice 
retreats algal blooms increase  

‒ Sea ice melt releases trapped nutrients and sunlight penetrates water column - triggering large algal blooms 

‒ Algal blooms provide organic carbon to the basin sediments and can induce oxygen minima zones 

‒ This results in increased potential for source rock development.*  

 In this case, even though the processes differ, the optimal timing for source rock development in both low 
and high latitude systems is the late TST 

‒ The landscape become increasingly vegetated, which results in increased chemical weathering and an 
associated increase in fine-grained clay material in the sediment load of the system 
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Isostasy-driven Fluvial Incision 

(Kong Oskar Fjord, Jameson Land, East Greenland, 2005. Photo by JR Suter) 
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Global Chronostratigraphy – “Synchronicity” 
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Glacial-Hydro Isostasy 

Glacial isostasy Ξ crustal response to loading and unloading of ice 
sheets 
 
Hydro isostasy Ξ oceanic crustal response to loading and unloading 
as water is extracted from, or added into, the oceans during ice 
growth and decay 
 
Glacial-hydro isostasy Ξ earth’s convolved response to changes in 
surface ice and water loading during glacial cycles 
 

Lambeck, 2011 
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Glacial Isostasy I 

after Powell (2014) 

Visco-elastic behavior:  exhibiting both elastic and viscous behavior  

Glacial loading 

Lateral flow 

Uplift 
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Hydro-Isostasy 

After Gehrels and Long, 2008; Mitrovica and Milne, 2002 

Ocean Siphoning Continental Levering 

Water flows from equator to collapsing 
forebulge areas at higher latitudes 

Water loading at the continental shelf 
depresses sea floor and uplifts shorelines 
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Sea Ice 

Ice Types and Extents - Last Glacial Maximum 

Landfast Ice 

Continental Ice Sheets 

Compiled from Various sources 
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Glacial Hydro-Isostasy and Sea Level 

Redrawn after Lambeck, 1996 

Glacial Isostatic Rebound 

Ocean volume change  

Relative Sea Level Change 

Hydro-Isostasy 
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“Far Field” 
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Glacial-hydro isostasy and Relative Sea Level 

Where: Δrsl    =  Relative Sea Level Change 
              Δeus  =  “Globally averaged sea level change due to a change in ice volume” (Eustasy) 
              ΔI        =  Relative Sea Level Change due to Isostasy (glacial and hydro-terms) 
              ΔT       =  Relative Sea Level Change due to tectonics 
              Δsub   =  Relative Sea Level Change due to compactional subsidence 
              ΔO    =  Relative Sea Level Change due to oceanographic factors 
              ΔSG   =  Relative Sea Level Change due to self-Gravitation 

Δrsl (,t) = Δeus (t) + Δ I (,t) + ΔT (,t) + Δ sub (,t ) + Δ O (,t) + ΔSG (,t) 
(after Lambeck, 2011, Mitrovica et al, 2009, Strocchi et al, 2013 

(after Imbrie and Imbrie, 1984) 

Quaternary  
Eustasy 

This curve only represents the 
Δeus Factor  !! 
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Solid Earth Effects on Sea Level 

Conrad, 2013 

Glacial hydro-isostasy 

Tectonics and  
Dynamic Topography 
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Known “Major” Glacial Periods (~Approximate) 

Compiled from Various sources 
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Conclusions 

•“Conventional” sequence stratigraphy can work in high-latitude 
systems 

– Sequence development still results from interaction of accommodation change 
and sediment supply, but: 

 Proximity to ice sheets causes variance from sequences in lower latitudes 

•Variability manifests as changes to both the timing and type of 
deposits and/or significant surfaces at different latitudes. 
– Glacial systems show a phase shift in the expected arrangement of deposits 

•High latitude ice-influenced systems are closer to the primary source 
of change (ice sheets) 
– The response to change reflects both the primary control (ice sheet growth and 

decay) as well as the derivative control (eustasy) 

•Low latitude systems respond dominantly to the derivative control 
(eustasy)  

•Local/regional vs. “global”, i.e., eustatic, responses 
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Parting Thoughts 

• Sequence Stratigraphy reflects the convolution of sediment supply 
and accommodation change 

• These are controlled by a number of different factors, which are 
likely all inter-related at different time scales 

– Climate 

– Tectonics/Dynamic Topography 

– Eustasy/Isostasy (glacial-hydro) 

• Cautionary tale for global synchronicity of significant surfaces, 
depositional sequences and systems tracts 

– Especially for higher-frequency sequences believed to be driven by glacial 
eustasy 

• Cautionary tale for “self-similarity” of sequences 
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THANK YOU! 
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Dynamic Topography: Implications for Eustasy (and Sequence Stratigraphy) 

Braun, 2010 
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Dynamic Topography and the Western Interior Seaway 

Pacific Ocean 

North America 

K. Soofi imagery 

2D Tomographic Expression of the Farallon Plate 
Today 

(Bunge, ~2011) 
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Dynamic Topography on a “Passive Margin”:  East Coast USA 

Rowley et al, 2013 
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